
Katsoulakis and Rey-Bellet 
receive 1.1M AFOSR grant for 
scientific machine learning 

Markos Katsoulakis and Luc Rey-Bellet, Professors in the Department of Mathematics 
and Statistics and affiliated with the UMass TRIPODS Institute for Theoretical 
Foundations of Data Science (an NSF-funded institute joint between Mathematics & 
Statistics and Computer Science) have been awarded a $1.1 million grant from the U.S. 
Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR).  This grant is part of a $1.95 million  
joint award between Katsoulakis, Rey-Bellet and Paul Dupuis of Brown University. The 
grant focuses on the development of new mathematical, statistical and computational 
methods to  enhance machine learning, predictions and design  of complex physico-
chemical systems, such as in materials and energy problems.  

[What is scientific ML:]  Across disciplinary fields in applied sciences and engineering  
there is a rapidly growing realization that a new generation of machine learning and 
artificial intelligence tools are needed to build computational predictive models which are 
inexpensive compared to experiments,  can be modified and deployed rapidly, and yet are 
quantifiably trustworthy (a.k.a “digital twins”).  The learning of such models is based not 
just on data (often sparse or expensive),  but must also incorporate physical and/or  bio-
chemical principles and  empirical expert knowledge while any uncertainties arising in 
the learning process must be quantified. In this sense there is an intense interest in 
academia and industry for build a “Scientific” Machine Learning and Artificial 
Intelligence set of methods. This is precisely the focus of the new AFOSR grant awarded 
to Katsoulakis and Rey-Bellet. 

[Some specifics:] The  awarded project “New information metrics and stochastic 
optimization methods for robust and trustworthy statistical learning” focuses on three 
main themes. First, the PIs propose new versatile information-theoretic objects, 
“divergences”,  which quantify dissimilarity between models or data sets. New game-
theoretic learning algorithms (called generative adversarial networks) which combine 
neural networks with these new divergences will be used  to construct  physics-informed  
artificial intelligence models. One of the  demonstration test-beds is materials design of 
more efficient  fuel cells. 



These divergences are also an uncertainty quantification tool to build finely designed 
stress tests (see figure) which probe and quantify which components of the model is 
sensitive to uncertainties in the nature of the model itself or which components will 
benefit from  acquiring more data.  This allows for a principled  and efficient approach 
for the reliability and correctability of artificial intelligence models, e.g. in engineering 
problems. 

Finally, Katsoulakis and Rey-Bellet will 
use these new information theoretic tools 
to design  machine learning algorithm which can reliably predict rare or extreme events, 
events of very low probability but yet potentially highly relevant or profoundly 
influential. 

Additional figures and photos also available 

Figure: Stress tests for digital twin of a fuel 
cell allows us to rank the impact of errors 
and uncertainties from different model 
components corresponding to multi-sourced 
data, modeling choices and expert 
knowledge.


